Shearwater Teric Vs Garmin Descent Mk2i Comparison
Shearwater Teric

Garmin Descent Mk2i

James’ Notes

Everyday time
piece

3 watch faces available in 15
colors. Black, silver, blue or
bronze bezel.

1 case design (titanium grey) hundreds of downloadable and
customizable watch faces.

If you’re choosing a watch-style dive computer, instead of a wrist mount computer like the
Perdix - the greatest dive computer ever made - you’re going to want to wear it as a watch
when not diving. Otherwise, just get a Perdix. So how do these two watches shape up as
wrist candy? I think both of these watches look sexy as all hell, in different ways. I think the
Garmin, with it’s futuristic titanium look and leather and titanium strap options, wins in the
boardroom and the business dinners. The Teric is a terrific looking sports watch better
suited for the yacht club. However, I’m going to give the win in this category to the Garmin
and here’s why. When I want to check the time, I just want to glance. The Teric’s face
time’s out to save battery, which means you have to press a button, which is a small thing,
but really annoying when, say, you have shopping bags in your other hand.

AI

Up to 4 transmitters.
Sidemount supported.

5 Transmitters supported. No specific Sidemount function.

Yes, the Shearwater supports one less transmitter than the Garmin, but who needs 5
transmitters? Maybe a dive leader with four errant students? But really, how many people
out there are diving with five transmitters?! The Teric wins this one for it’s specific
sidemount mode, that reminds divers to switch cylinders based on AI gas consumption.

Transmitter

Shearwater SWIFT $399.00.
Garmin Descent T1. $399.99. SubWave Sonar. User changeable
Smart radio transmitter. User- battery.
changeable battery.

Anyone who saw the Garmin T1 review we put out last year knows I hated the Garmin
SONAR chirps. Yes, you’re not supposed to notice them, but I did. I don’t need the
extended distance the SONAR offers, so I’ll stick with the SWIFT transmitters.

Weight (with
Silicone strap)

119g

99.6g

No surprises here. Garmin with it’s titanium design is 17% lighter than the Shearwater.

Changeable
straps

22m. 9 silicone colors, 1
camo nylon strap. Strap
extender included.

26mm. QuickFit. 4 dive band colors with extended straps. 18
silicone strap colors. 3 Nylon strap colors. 1 Leather strap. 3
Titanium strap options.

Because Garmin make so many other wrist devices (diving and non-diving) they can afford
to have many more options for straps both in material and colors. But what makes Garmin
win this category is the QuickFit system. Changing the strap on the Teric is a major
annoyance. You need two tools and a ton of patience. There are fiddly pins and tiny screws
to battle with and my gorilla paws just don’t have the finesse. Changing straps on the
Descent is a breeze.

Interface

4 buttons

5 buttons

Normally, my rule is the dive computer with the least buttons is better, but with the
enormous amount of functionality the Garmin has over the Shearwater, we’re going to call
this a draw for one extra button.

Materials

316 Stainless steel bezel and
buttons. Sapphire Crystal

Fiber-reinforced polymer body, rear metal cap with sapphire
crystal lens and diamond-like carbon coated titanium bezel

Diamond-like Carbon coating? My ass. The Descent got dinged up and scratched first time
out. I’m going with Shearwater on this one.

Gases

5 Customizable. Any
combination of Oxygen,
Nitrogen and Helium
(Air, Nitrox, Trimix)

Bottom gas plus up to 5 decompression/backup gas mixes
including air, nitrox, trimix and 100% oxygen

Draw

Algorithm

B hlmann ZHL-16C with
gradient factors

B hlmann ZHL-16C with gradient factors

Draw

Bluetooth
Desktop Log
App

Shearwater Cloud

Garmin Dive App

Draw. No significant difference in user experience.

Sensors

Depth Piezo-resistive,
thermometer, Tilt
compensated digital compass
with multiple
display options

GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, Garmin Elevate™ wrist heart rate
monitor,
barometric altimeter, 3-axis compass, gyroscope, accelerometer,
thermometer, depth sensor, pulse ox blood oxygen saturation
monitor

I know a bunch of friends had a bad experience with some Shearwater depth sensors and
had to rely on Shearwater’s excellent customer service to get them fixed. Garmin wins this
one for their shear fire power, plus having not one, but three different GPS systems it can
communicate with. Plus it does your pulseox and heart rate underwater (when worn against
the skin. The Shearwater has a good compass, but it does not communicate with satellites
in outer space.

Dive Modes

OC Rec, OC Tec, CCR/BO,
Guage, Freediving

OC single-gas, OC multi-gas, CCR, gauge and apnea (freediving)

Draw.

Depth Rating

200m/650ft

100m/330ft

Deeper is better. Score one for Shearwater.

Charging

Charging station, micro-USB.

USD to four pin clip.

OK, so confession. I haven’t done a timed charging from empty to full test, but my
experience has been that the charging ‘seems’ to be faster with Garmin and the charging
device, a four pin clip, is easier to use and transport than the Shearwater’s cradle. I can
charge the Garmin in my truck on the go. The Shearwater cradle not so much.

Screen

35.3mm full color AMOLED
display

35.6 mm color display. 280x280 pixels. sunlight-visible,
transflective memory-in-pixel.

Undoubtable, the Shearwater has the brighter, sharper screen… but the trade of is…

Battery

Li-Ion Rechargeable. 30hrs
Dive Mode, 50hrs watch
mode

Dive mode: Up to 80 hours, Smartwatch Mode: Up to 16
days, Battery Saver Watch Mode: Up to 50 days. Enabling
the GPS substantially impacts battery life - GPS: Up to 48
hours, GPS + Music: Up to 15 hours, Max Battery GPS
Mode: Up to 96 hours, Expedition GPS Activity: up to 35
days

The Garmin kicks ass on battery life. It’s not even close. The Garmin’s battery whilst using
GPS i.e. talking to satellites, lasts longer than the Teric’s in watch mode. The Garmin has
240% of the battery life of the steric in dive mode.

Updates

Free Firmware Updates

Free Firmware Updates

Draw

Alerts

Visual, Vibration and Alarm

Visual, Vibration and Alarm

Draw

ü

ü

Price

$1150.00

$1499.99 The Shearwater here in the States is $349.99 cheaper than the Garmin, from an authorized
retailer of both. So we need to look at what the Garmin can do that the Shearwater can’t,
to justify it’s higher price tag…. SO. MUCH. STUFF…… (page 2 scrolling.)

